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Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft’s
dynamic technology for allowing autonomous software to
communicate. Superseding earlier technologies such as
COM/DCOM, .NET Remoting, ASP.NET Web Services, and
the Web Services Enhancements for .NET, WCF provides a
single solution that is designed to always be the best way to
exchange data among software entities. It also provides the
infrastructure for developing the next generation of Web
Services, with support for the WS-* family of specifications,
and a new serialization system for enhanced performance. In
the 3.5 release, WCF has been expanded to include support
for REST, JSON, and Syndication (RSS and Atom) services,
further broadening the possibilities for what can be done. For
information technology professionals, WCF supplies an
impressive array of administration tools that enterprises and
software vendors can use to reduce the cost of ownership of
their solutions without writing a single line of code. Most
important, WCF delivers on the promise of model-driven
software development with the new software factory
approach, by which one can iteratively design solutions in a
modeling language and generate executables from lowerlevel class libraries. Windows Communication Foundation 3.5
Unleashed is designed to be the essential resource for
software developers and architects working with WCF. The
book guides readers through a conceptual understanding of
all the facilities of WCF and provides step-by-step guides to
applying the technology to practical problems. As evangelists
at Microsoft for WCF, WF, and CardSpace, Craig McMurtry,
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Marc Mercuri, Nigel Watling, and Matt Winkler are uniquely
positioned to write this book. They had access to the
development team and to the product as it was being built.
Their work with enterprises and outside software vendors has
given them unique insight into how others see the software,
how they want to apply it, and the challenges they face in
doing so. --Gives you nearly 100 best practices for
programming with WCF --Provides detailed coverage of how
to version services that you will not find anywhere else
--Delves into using WCF together with Windows Workflow
Foundation (WF) and Windows CardSpace --Provides
detailed coverage of the new high-performance data contract
serializer for .NET --Walks you through creating secure,
reliable, transacted messaging, and how to understand the
available options --Introduces you to federated, claims-based
security and shows you how to incorporate SAML and WSTrust security token services into your architecture --Provides
step-by-step instructions for how to customize every aspect of
WCF --Shows you how to add behaviors, communication
channels, message encoders, and transports --Presents
options for implementing publish/subscribe solutions --Gives
clear guidance on peer-to-peer communications with WCF
Get hands-on guidance designed to help you put the newest
.NET Framework component- Windows Identity Foundation,
the identity and access logic for all on-premises and cloud
development- to work.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - Thought leader,
visionary, philanthropist, mystic, and yogi Sadhguru presents
Western readers with a time-tested path to achieving absolute
well-being: the classical science of yoga. NAMED ONE OF
THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY SPIRITUALITY
& HEALTH The practice of hatha yoga, as we commonly
know it, is but one of eight branches of the body of knowledge
that is yoga. In fact, yoga is a sophisticated system of selfPage 2/24
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empowerment that is capable of harnessing and activating
inner energies in such a way that your body and mind
function at their optimal capacity. It is a means to create inner
situations exactly the way you want them, turning you into the
architect of your own joy. A yogi lives life in this expansive
state, and in this transformative book Sadhguru tells the story
of his own awakening, from a boy with an unusual affinity for
the natural world to a young daredevil who crossed the Indian
continent on his motorcycle. He relates the moment of his
enlightenment on a mountaintop in southern India, where
time stood still and he emerged radically changed. Today, as
the founder of Isha, an organization devoted to humanitarian
causes, he lights the path for millions. The term guru, he
notes, means "dispeller of darkness, someone who opens the
door for you. . . . As a guru, I have no doctrine to teach, no
philosophy to impart, no belief to propagate. And that is
because the only solution for all the ills that plague humanity
is self-transformation. Self-transformation means that nothing
of the old remains. It is a dimensional shift in the way you
perceive and experience life." The wisdom distilled in this
accessible, profound, and engaging book offers readers timetested tools that are fresh, alive, and radiantly new. Inner
Engineering presents a revolutionary way of thinking about
our agency and our humanity and the opportunity to achieve
nothing less than a life of joy. Praise for Sadhguru and Inner
Engineering "Contrarian and consistent, ancient and
contemporary, Inner Engineering is a loving invitation to live
our best lives and a profound reassurance of why and how
we can."--Sir Ken Robinson, author of The Element, Finding
Your Element, and Out of Our Minds: Learning to Be Creative
"I am inspired by Sadhguru's capacity for joy, his exuberance
for life, and the depth and breadth of his curiosity and
knowledge. His book is filled with moments of wonder, awe,
and intellectual challenge. I highly recommend it for anyone
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interested in self-transformation."--Mark Hyman, M.D.,
director, Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional Medicine, and
New York Times bestselling author "Inner Engineering is a
fascinating read of Sadhguru's insights and his teachings. If
you are ready, it is a tool to help awaken your own inner
intelligence, the ultimate and supreme genius that mirrors the
wisdom of the cosmos."--Deepak Chopra
This essential classic title provides a comprehensive
foundation in the C# programming language and the
frameworks it lives in. Now in its 8th edition, you’ll find all the
very latest C# 7.1 and .NET 4.7 features here, along with four
brand new chapters on Microsoft’s lightweight, crossplatform framework, .NET Core, up to and including .NET
Core 2.0. Coverage of ASP.NET Core, Entity Framework (EF)
Core, and more, sits alongside the latest updates to .NET,
including Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF), and ASP.NET MVC. Dive
in and discover why Pro C# has been a favorite of C#
developers worldwide for over 15 years. Gain a solid
foundation in object-oriented development techniques,
attributes and reflection, generics and collections as well as
numerous advanced topics not found in other texts (such as
CIL opcodes and emitting dynamic assemblies). With the help
of this book you’ll have the confidence to put C# into practice
and explore the .NET universe on your own terms. What You
Will Learn Discover the latest C# 7.1 features, from tuples to
pattern matching Hit the ground running with Microsoft’s
lightweight, open source .NET Core platform, including
ASP.NET Core MVC, ASP.NET Core web services, and
Entity Framework Core Find complete coverage of XAML,
.NET 4.7, and Visual Studio 2017 Understand the philosophy
behind .NET and the new, cross-platform alternative, .NET
Core
C# has quickly established itself as one of the world's most
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widely used programming languages. The newest version,
Visual C# 2010, includes several important new features,
including Silverlight, the Entity Framework, tighter integration
with version 4.0 of the .NET Framework, and full support for
programming Windows 7 and Office. The proven Sams Teach
Yourself method will help all newcomers to C# 2010 get up to
speed quickly, no matter whether you've had experience with
previous versions of Visual C# or not. You are taken step by
step through the process of software development, learning
elements as you build a sample application so that the
material is framed in a real world approach. The
accompanying DVD contains Visual C# 2010 Express Edition,
and the companion Web site contains all the code and
exercises from the book. Step-by-step instructions carefully
walk you through the most common tasks Q & As, quizzes,
and exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your
knowledge Notes and tips point out shortcuts and solutions
The companion DVD contains Visual C# 2010 Express
Edition - everything you need to get started programming in
C#
Leverage your Java skills and learn how to create powerful
Windows® applications and high-performance, distributed
applications with Microsoft® Visual J#® .NET in this
comprehensive tutorial and reference. Presented in an easyto-browse format, this erudite book provides the authoritative
technical details you need to leverage Visual J# .NET and the
richness of the Microsoft .NET Framework to build scalable,
enterprise-level applications. You'll examine the architecture
of .NET, find out how to process data with Visual J# .NET,
see how to create XML Web services, and discover how to
build multithreaded applications that span the local area
network. You'll also look at the key topics for building
applications that use Windows features and services and find
out how to provide a global reach to your applications via the
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Internet. Topics covered include: The challenge of n-tier
development The .NET platform Java and the common
language runtime Graphical user interfaces Processing XML
Transforming XML Microsoft ADO.NET Multithreading with
.NET Basic network programming Serializing objects .NET
remoting Using message queues Integrating with unmanaged
components Serviced components and COM+ Writing
Windows services Microsoft ASP.NET—a better ASP Building
a Web service Creating a Web service client INCLUDES
SAMPLE CODE ON THE WEB! Sample code available at the
Companion Content link on this page
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft Press is a series of
free ebooks designed to help you advance your technical
skills with Microsoft Azure. The first ebook in the series,
Microsoft Azure Essentials: Fundamentals of Azure,
introduces developers and IT professionals to the wide range
of capabilities in Azure. The authors - both Microsoft MVPs in
Azure - present both conceptual and how-to content for key
areas, including: Azure Websites and Azure Cloud Services
Azure Virtual Machines Azure Storage Azure Virtual Networks
Databases Azure Active Directory Management tools
Business scenarios Watch Microsoft Press’s blog and Twitter
(@MicrosoftPress) to learn about other free ebooks in the
“Microsoft Azure Essentials” series.
The deep integration of IIS7 and ASP.NET provides both IIS7
administrators and ASP.NET developers with new and
exciting programming tools, techniques, and approaches that
were not possible with earlier versions of IIS. With this book,
Dr. Shahram Khosravi presents you with the only resource to
focus exclusively on the key features of this exciting
integration. You’ll get in-depth coverage of all the major
systems that make up the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated
infrastructure, detailed explanations on how they work,
guidance on how to use them in your own applications, and
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techniques for extending them to meet your application
requirements. Packed with detailed code walkthroughs and indepth analyses of numerous real-world examples - all written
and tested with Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008,
ASP.NET 2.0, and ASP.NET 3.5 (Visual Studio 2008), this
book helps you gain the skills, knowledge, and experience
you need to use and to extend the major systems that make
up the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated infrastructure. Some of
the key topics covered include: How to write integrated IIS7
and ASP.NET code that works with Windows Vista, Windows
Server 2008, ASP.NET 2.0, and ASP.NET 3.5 (Visual Studio
2008) Techniques for implementing and plugging custom
HTTP modules, handlers, and handler factories into the IIS7
and ASP.NET integrated request processing pipeline How to
manage the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated configuration
system from IIS7 Manager, appcmd.exe, and managed code
Tips for using the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated declarative
schema extension markup language (sectionSchema,
attribute, element, collection, and so on) to implement custom
configuration sections Techniques for using and extending
the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated managed code system
(ConfigurationElement,
ConfigurationElementCollectionBaseT, ConfigurationSection,
ApplicationPool, Site, Application, ServerManager and so on)
to add support for custom managed classes Tips for
extending the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated graphical
management system (ModuleServiceProxy,
ModuleDialogPage, ModuleListPage, TaskForm, Module,
ModuleService, ModuleProvider, TextTaskItem,
MethodTaskItem, and so on) to add new graphical
components to IIS7 Manager Techniques for using and
extending the IIS7 and ASP.NET integrated providers system
(ProviderConfigurationFeature,
ProviderConfigurationSettings, IProviderConfigurationService,
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ConfigurationModuleProvider, and so on) and ways to
implement and to plug custom provider-based services into
this system and IIS7 Manager Ways to use the IIS7 and
ASP.NET integrated tracing and diagnostics - TraceSource,
SourceSwitch, IisTraceListener, EventTypeFilter, RSCA,
Request, WorkerProcess, Failed Request Tracing, and so on
ASP.NET and Windows Communication Foundation
integration in IIS7
Teach yourself the fundamentals of Web development with
ASP.NET 4-one step at a time. With STEP BY STEP, you get
the guidance and learn-by-doing examples you need to start
building Web applications and Web services in the Microsoft
Visual Studio(R) 2010 environment. The author-a highly
regarded programming expert, writer, and instructorilluminates ASP.NET features through practical examples that
help developers quickly grasp concepts and apply techniques
to the real world. The book also includes a companion CD
with code samples, data sets, and a fully searchable eBook.
For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title,
instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the
ebook.
We’re thrilled to share another free ebook with you:
Introducing Microsoft Azure HDInsight, by Avkash Chauhan,
Valentine Fontama, Michele Hart, Wee Hyong Tok, and Buck
Woody. Here are the download links: Download the PDF
(6.37 MB; 130 pages) from http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/PDF
Download the EPUB (8.46 MB) from
http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/EPUB Download the MOBI (12.8
MB) from http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/MOBI Download the
code samples (6.83 KB) from
http://aka.ms/IntroHDInsight/CompContent Get a head start
evaluating Windows Azure - with technical insights from a
Microsoft MVP Mitch Tulloch. This guide introduces the latest
features and capabilities, with scenario-based advice on how
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the platform can meet the needs of your business. Get the
high-level overview you need to begin preparing your
deployment now. Topics include: Understanding Windows
Azure Windows Azure Compute Services Windows Azure
Network Services Windows Azure Data Services Windows
Azure App Services Getting Started with Windows Azure
Microsoft's C# ("C sharp") is a modern, object-oriented
programming language built from the ground up to exploit the
power of XML-based Web services on Microsoft's new .NET
platform. With its Visual C++ development system heritage,
C# will enable millions of C and C++ developers to use
existing skills to rapidly build sophisticated XML-based .NET
applications. Why Will Web Developers Switch to C#?
...Because it's the ideal solution for C and C++ programmers
who need to combine rapid development with the power to
access all the functionality of the Microsoft.NET platform.
They want an environment that is completely in sync with
emerging Web standards and one that provides easy
integration with existing applications. C#.net Web Developer's
Guide will enhance developer productivity and help them
eliminate programming errors that can lead to increased
development costs. This book teaches Web developers to
quickly and easily build solutions for the Microsoft .NET
platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to
build Web services and applications that are available across
the Internet, from any application running on any platform. *
Timely coverage of newly released product - programmers
and developers are anxious to learn about the new
technology * Comes with Syngress' revolutionary wallet-sized
CD containing a printable HTML version of the book and all of
the source code examples and demos of popular C# upgrade
and programming tools
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building connected,
service-oriented applications. Teach yourself the essentials of
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Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) 4 -- one step at
a time. With this practical, learn-by-doing tutorial, you get the
clear guidance and hands-on examples you need to begin
creating Web services for robust Windows-based business
applications. Discover how to: Build and host SOAP and
REST services Maintain service contracts and data contracts
Control configuration and communications programmatically
Implement message encryption, authentication, and
authorization Manage identity with Windows CardSpace
Begin working with Windows Workflow Foundation to create
scalable and durable business services Implement service
discovery and message routing Optimize performance with
service throttling, encoding, and streaming Integrate WCF
services with ASP.NET clients and enterprise services
components Your Step by Step digital content includes:
Practice exercises Downloadable code samples Fully
searchable online edition of the book -- with unlimited access
on the Web
How would you like to build an Xbox game, use your
Nintendo Wiimote to create an electronic whiteboard, or build
your own peer-to-peer application? Coding4Fun helps you
tackle some cool software and hardware projects using a
range of languages and free Microsoft software. Now you can
code for fun with C#, VB, ASP.NET, WPF, XNA Game Studio,
Popfly, as well as the Lua programming language. If you love
to tinker, but don't have time to figure it all out, this book gives
you clear, step-by-step instructions for building ten creative
projects, including: Alien Attack: Create a 2D clone of Space
Invaders with XNA for the PC, Xbox 360, and Zune LEGO
Soldier: Create an action game using Popfly with a custombuilt virtual LEGO character World of Warcraft RSS Feed
Reader: Use WoW's customizable interface to have feeds
pop up while you're gaming InnerTube: Download YouTube
videos automatically and convert them to a file format for offPage 10/24
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line viewing PeerCast: Stream video files from any PC
TwitterVote: Create custom online polls on Twitter WHSMail:
Build a website with ASP.NET for Windows Home Server that
lets you view the messages stored on a computer with
Outlook "Wiimote" Controlled Car: Steer your remotecontrolled car by tilting the Wii Remote controller left and right
Wiimote Whiteboard: Create an interactive whiteboard using
a Wii Remote Holiday Lights: Synchronize your holiday light
display with music to create your own light show The perfect
gift for any developer, Coding4Fun shows you how to use
your programming skills in new and fun ways. "This book is
amazing! The scope is so wonderfully broad that anyone who
has an interest in designing games at any level should read
this book." -- Alex Albrecht, Creator of Diggnation / Totally
Rad Show / Project Lore
A guide to architecting, designing, and building distributed
applications with Windows Communication Foundation
Windows Communication Foundation is the .NET technology
that is used to build service-oriented applications, exchange
messages in various communication scenarios, and run
workflows. This guide enables developers to create state-ofthe-art applications using this technology. Written by a team
of Microsoft MVPs and WCF experts, this book explains how
the pieces of WCF 4.0 build on each other to provide a
comprehensive framework to support distributed enterprise
applications. Experienced developers will learn both theory
and practical application using the familiar Wrox approach.
.NET developers will learn to design services, create a
hosting environment with Dublin, build cloud-based
integrations, and much more. Coverage Includes: Design
Principles and Patterns Service Contracts and Data Contracts
Bindings Clients Instancing Workflow Services Understanding
WCF Security WCF Security in Action Federated
Authentication in WCF Windows Azure Platform AppFabric
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Creating a SOA Case Creating the Communication and
Integration Case Creating the Business Process Hosting
Your hands-on guide to Visual C# fundamentals Expand your
expertise--and teach yourself the fundamentals of Microsoft
Visual C# 2013. If you have previous programming
experience but are new to Visual C# 2013, this tutorial
delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you
need to master core topics and techniques. Discover how to:
Create and debug C# applications in Visual Studio 2013
Work with variables, identifiers, statements, operators, and
methods Create interfaces and define abstract classes Write
robust code that can catch and handle exceptions Display
and edit data using data binding with Microsoft ADO.NET
Entity Framework Respond to user input and touchscreen
gestures Handle events arising from multiple sources
Develop your first Windows 8.1 apps
Teach yourself how to build applications with Microsoft Visual
C# 2012 and Visual Studio 2012—one step at a time. Ideal for
those with fundamental programming skills, this tutorial
provides practical, learn-by-doing exercises for mastering
core C# language features and creating working applications
and components for Windows. Discover how to: Work with
variables, non-reserved identifiers, statements, operators,
and methods Use the new application models provided by
Windows 8 and the Windows Runtime Create interfaces and
define abstract classes Manage errors and exception
handling Use collection classes Work with databases by
using DataBinding with the Entity Framework Respond to
user input and gestures; gather input from devices and other
sources Handle events arising from multiple sources Develop
your first Windows 8 apps

This end-to-end deep dive into Microsoft Visual Studio
2010 Professional will help working developers squeeze
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maximum productivity out of Visual Studio 2010’s
extraordinarily rich toolbox, whether they are writing code
for the Web, Windows, Silverlight, or Microsoft’s Azure
cloud computing environment. The authors combine
authoritative and detailed information about Microsoft’s
latest IDE, with extensive insights and best practices
drawn from decades of development experience.
Developers will learn how to use Visual Studio 2010
Professional to take full advantage of the entire .NET
platform, including Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF) for rich client development, Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF) for building dynamic
service-oriented solutions, and Windows Workflow
Foundation (WF) for structured programming around
business processes. The authors also present extensive
new coverage of Microsoft’s powerful new tools for unit
testing, application instrumentation, and code analysis.
By focusing entirely on Visual Studio 2010 Professional,
the authors have gone deeper into Microsoft’s core
product than ever before. Throughout, their focus is
relentlessly practical: how to apply Microsoft’s tools to
build better software, faster. Detailed information on how
to... Work with solutions, projects, browsers, explorers,
editors, and designers Write better macros, add-ins, and
wizards Save more time with Visual Studio 2010’s
updated productivity tools Instrument, analyze, and test
your software Refactor code for greater robustness,
maintainability, and performance Share code with team
members and the larger community Write powerful
ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight web
applications Implement robust service oriented
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architecture (SOA)–based applications Efficiently
consume services with WCF Write advanced Windows
applications with Windows Forms and WPF Construct
data-centric applications with LINQ and Entity
Framework Create and host workflow-based applications
with WF Write applications for the Azure cloud Extend
Visual Studio with the new Managed Extensibility
Framework (MEF) and the Automation Object Model
Build better object-oriented VB or C# software, and use
new dynamic language features
Your hands-on guide to Visual C# fundamentals Expand
your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of
Microsoft Visual C# 2013. If you have previous
programming experience but are new to Visual C# 2013,
this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and
coding exercises you need to master core topics and
techniques. Discover how to: Create and debug C#
applications in Visual Studio 2013 Work with variables,
identifiers, statements, operators, and methods Create
interfaces and define abstract classes Write robust code
that can catch and handle exceptions Display and edit
data using data binding with Microsoft ADO.NET Entity
Framework Respond to user input and touchscreen
gestures Handle events arising from multiple sources
Develop your first Windows 8.1 apps
Over 60 recipes for getting the most out of WCF/WF
services on the Microsoft Windows Platform using
Windows Server AppFabric with this book and ebook.
Pro WCF 4.0: Practical Microsoft SOA Implementation is
a complete guide to Windows Communication
Foundation from the service-oriented architecture (SOA)
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perspective, showing you why WCF is important to
service-oriented architecture and development. This
book provides deep insight into the functionality of WCF,
which shipped with .NET 4.0-like service discovery,
routing service, simplified configuration, and other
advanced features. Included in this title are informative
examples that will aid the reader in understanding and
implementing these important additions. This book also
covers the unified programming model, reliable
messaging, security, and the peer-to-peer programming
model. You'll also learn how to move your current .NET
remoting and web service applications to WCF, and how
to integrate those applications with WCF 4. This book
offers genuine insight into solving real enterprise
problems using WCF and .NET 4.0.
Part of Microsoft’s radical new WinFX API is the
foundation code-named Indigo, now commonly known as
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). WCF
technology allows web developers to create services that
communicate and interoperate with each other and other
programs and applications. This text is real-world
oriented, offering a practical WCF programming model,
and chapters on creating a WCF web service; hosting
and consuming WCF services; deploying and managing
WCF services; reliable messaging and queue
management, and WCF Security. As there are currently
few books available on WCF, this book will be useful to
WCF developers, who tend to be early adopters.
Your essential guide to key programming features in
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Take your database
programming skills to a new level—and build customized
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applications using the developer tools introduced with
SQL Server 2012. This hands-on reference shows you
how to design, test, and deploy SQL Server databases
through tutorials, practical examples, and code samples.
If you’re an experienced SQL Server developer, this
book is a must-read for learning how to design and build
effective SQL Server 2012 applications. Discover how to:
Build and deploy databases using the SQL Server Data
Tools IDE Query and manipulate complex data with
powerful Transact-SQL enhancements Integrate nonrelational features, including native file streaming and
geospatial data types Consume data with Microsoft
ADO.NET, LINQ, and Entity Framework Deliver data
using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) Data
Services and WCF RIA Services Move your database to
the cloud with Windows Azure SQL Database Develop
Windows Phone cloud applications using SQL Data Sync
Use SQL Server BI components, including xVelocity inmemory technologies
IBM WebSphere® Message Broker is a lightweight,
advanced enterprise service bus (ESB) that provides a
broad range of integration capabilities that enable
companies to rapidly integrate internal applications and
connect to partner applications. Messages from business
applications can be transformed, augmented and routed
to other business applications. The types and complexity
of the integration required will vary by company,
application types, and a number of other factors.
Processing logic in WebSphere Message Broker is
implemented using message flows. Through message
flows, messages from business applications can be
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transformed, augmented, and routed to other business
applications. Message flows are created by connecting
nodes together. A wide selection of built-in nodes are
provided with WebSphere Message Broker. These
nodes perform tasks that are associated with message
routing, transformation, and enrichment. Message flows
are created and tested using the Message Broker
Toolkit, a sophisticated, easy-to-use programming tool
that provides a full range of programming aids. This
IBM® Redbooks® publication focuses on two specific
integration requirements that apply to many midmarket
companies. The first is the ability to use WebSphere
Message Broker to integrate Microsoft.NET applications
into a broader connectivity solution. WebSphere
Message Broker V8 introduces the ability to integrate
with existing Microsoft .NET Framework applications. A
.NET assembly can be called from within a message flow
and the WebSphere Message Broker runtime can host
and run .NET code. Solutions explored in this book cover
connectivity to applications using Windows
Communications Framework (WCF), Microsoft Message
Queuing, Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and other Microsoft
applications. The second is the ability to integrate
WebSphere Message Broker with file transfer networks,
specifically with WebSphere MQ File Transfer Edition
and IBM Sterling Connect Direct.
Windows Workflow Foundation is part of a bundle of new
products that update .NET 2.0 into .NET 3.0. This book
is one of the first to cover this important addition to .NET,
and aims to provide the reader with a solid grounding in
how workflows are implemented, executed, maintained
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and customized. By comprehensively covering WF from
setup through implementation to customization readers
are given a ‘one stop’ grounding in the subject. Given
the importance of this technology release, the fact that
WF is a free add-on, and the book’s broad appeal, it will
be useful to almost all existing or migrating .NET 2.0
developers.
Your hands-on guide to Visual C++/CLI fundamentals
Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the
fundamentals of the Microsoft Visual C++/CLI language.
If you have previous programming experience but are
new to Visual C++, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step
guidance and coding exercises you need to master core
topics and techniques. Discover how to: Write and debug
object-oriented C++ programs in Visual Studio 2012
Utilize the various features of the C++/CLI language
Make use of the Microsoft .NET Framework Class
Library Create a simple Windows Store app Use .NET
features such as properties, delegates and events
Access data from disparate sources using ADO.NET
Create and consume web services using Windows
Communication Foundation Work effectively with legacy
code and COM
Provides information and examples on using Windows
Communication Foundation to build service-oriented
applications.
Teach yourself Visual C# 2010-one step at a time. Ideal
for developers with fundamental programming skills, this
practical tutorial features learn-by-doing exercises that
demonstrate how, when, and why to use the features of
the C# rapid application development environment. You'll
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learn how to use Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0; develop a solid,
fundamental understanding of C# language features; and
then get to work creating actual components and working
applications for the Windows operating system. You'll
also delve into data management technologies and Webbased applications.
Over 85 easy recipes for managing communication
between applications with Microsoft Windows
Communication Foundation 4.0 in this book and eBook.
This book is about coding interview questions from
software and Internet companies. It covers five key
factors which determine performance of candidates: (1)
the basics of programming languages, data structures
and algorithms, (2) approaches to writing code with high
quality, (3) tips to solve difficult problems, (4) methods to
optimize code, (5) soft skills required in interviews. The
basics of languages, algorithms and data structures are
discussed as well as questions that explore how to write
robust solutions after breaking down problems into
manageable pieces. It also includes examples to focus
on modeling and creative problem solving. Interview
questions from the most popular companies in the IT
industry are taken as examples to illustrate the five
factors above. Besides solutions, it contains detailed
analysis, how interviewers evaluate solutions, as well as
why they like or dislike them. The author makes clever
use of the fact that interviewees will have limited time to
program meaningful solutions which in turn, limits the
options an interviewer has. So the author covers those
bases. Readers will improve their interview performance
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after reading this book. It will be beneficial for them even
after they get offers, because its topics, such as
approaches to analyzing difficult problems, writing robust
code and optimizing, are all essential for high-performing
coders.
Teach yourself the essentials of Windows
Communication Foundation—one step at a time. With this
practical tutorial, you get hands-on guidance for creating
the Web services you need to implement robust
business applications for Windows. Discover how to:
Build and host a Web service Design service contracts
and data contracts Maintain state information and
support transactions Programmatically configure
bindings and endpoints Use load-balancing and perform
content-based message routing Implement message
encryption, authentication, authorization Optimize
performance with service throttling, encoding, and
streaming Implement asynchronous operations, oneway
methods, and events Create services that interoperate
with ASP.NET and COM+ CD features: Files for practice
exercises Code samples Fully searchable eBook A Note
Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book
ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers
purchasing one of the digital formats in which this book is
available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content
as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital
Distribution services. To download this content, please
visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to
find its catalog page, and click on the link below the
cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice
Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media
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content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct
any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Provides information on using Indigo, a new technology
that allows software to communicate.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Through four complete sprints, this book takes you
through every step needed to build brand new crossplatform web apps with ASP.NET Core, and make them
available on the Internet. You won't just master
Microsoft's revolutionary open source ASP.NET Core
technology: you'll learn how to integrate the immense
power of MVC, Docker, Azure Web Apps, Visual Studio
and Visual Studio Code, C#, JavaScript, TypeScript, and
Entity Framework. Working through the authors' carefully
designed sprints, you'll start with a blank canvas, move
through software architecture and design, adjusting to
user feedback, recovering from mistakes, builds, testing,
deployment, maintenance, refactoring, and more. Along
the way, you'll learn techniques for delivering state-of-theart software to users more rapidly and repeatably than
ever before.
Learn the nuts and bolts of cloud computing with
Windows Azure, Microsoft's new Internet services
platform. Written by a key member of the product
development team, this book shows you how to build,
deploy, host, and manage applications using Windows
Azure's programming model and essential storage
services. Chapters in Programming Windows Azure are
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organized to reflect the platform's buffet of services. The
book's first half focuses on how to write and host
application code on Windows Azure, while the second
half explains all of the options you have for storing and
accessing data on the platform with high scalability and
reliability. Lots of code samples and screenshots are
available to help you along the way. Learn how to build
applications using the Windows Azure toolset Discover
how Windows Azure works under the hood, and learn
the how and the why behind several features Choose to
write application code in .NET or other languages such
as C/C++, PHP, or Ruby Understand the various options
for managing your service Get up to speed on Azure's
storage services, including blobs, queues, and tables
Build a secure backup system, and learn about cloud
application security, cryptography, and performance
Provides information on developing cloud-based
applications on the Windows Azure Platform.
Your hands-on guide to Microsoft Visual C#
fundamentals with Visual Studio 2015 Expand your
expertise--and teach yourself the fundamentals of
programming with the latest version of Visual C# with
Visual Studio 2015. If you are an experienced software
developer, you’ll get all the guidance, exercises, and
code you need to start building responsive, scalable
Windows 10 and Universal Windows Platform
applications with Visual C#. Discover how to: Quickly
start creating Visual C# code and projects with Visual
Studio 2015 Work with variables, operators, expressions,
and methods Control program flow with decision and
iteration statements Build more robust apps with error,
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exception, and resource management Master the
essentials of Visual C# object-oriented programming Use
enumerations, structures, generics, collections, indexers,
and other advanced features Create in-memory data
queries with LINQ query expressions Improve application
throughput and response time with asynchronous
methods Decouple application logic and event handling
Streamline development with new app templates
Implement the Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) pattern
Build Universal Windows Platform apps that smoothly
adapt to PCs, tablets, and Windows phones Integrate
Microsoft Azure cloud databases and RESTful web
services About You For software developers who are
new to Visual C# or who are upgrading from older
versions Readers should have experience with at least
one programming language No prior Microsoft .NET or
Visual Studio development experience required
Written by Microsoft software legend Juval Lowy,
Programming WCF Services is the authoritative
introduction to Microsoft's new, and some say
revolutionary, unified platform for developing serviceoriented applications (SOA) on Windows. Relentlessly
practical, the book delivers insight, not documentation, to
teach developers what they need to know to build the
next generation of SOAs. After explaining the
advantages of service-orientation for application design
and teaching the basics of how to develop SOAs using
WCF, the book shows how you can take advantage of
built-in features such as service hosting, instance
management, asynchronous calls, synchronization,
reliability, transaction management, disconnected
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queued calls and security to build best in class
applications. Programming WCF Services focuses on the
rationale behind particular design decisions, often
shedding light on poorly-documented and littleunderstood aspects of SOA development. Developers
and architects will learn not only the "how" of WCF
programming, but also relevant design guidelines, best
practices, and pitfalls. Original techniques and utilities
provided by the author throughout the book go well
beyond anything that can be found in conventional
sources. Based on experience and insight gained while
taking part in the strategic design of WCF and working
with the team that implemented it, Programming WCF
Services provides experienced working professionals
with the definitive work on WCF. Not only will this book
make you a WCF expert, it will make you a better
software engineer. It's the Rosetta Stone of WCF.
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